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When I first moved to New York City, my parents took my wife and I to Target to help us stock 

up. We got all the basic necessities, cheap furniture, etc. My dad felt it was his calling to find 

us a good doormat. One that really “set the spirit of home,” as he put it. He found one, 

parading it proudly around the store like the spoils of a successful hunt. 

We used that mat for five years, but in our most recent move, we left it behind, reminiscing 

one last time about the origin of it. 

We had to go back to our old apartment to get mail sent to the wrong address and it was 

still there to welcome us, like we’d never forgotten it. Because we hadn’t. 

 

 

BY JOSH SIPPIE 
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You could not buy our welcome mat, not from B & Q or IKEA. 

Perhaps because there was no appropriate message, 

To place in front of the door 

With its cracked panels and its glass repaired with cardboard and parcel tape. 

Perhaps because, if you’ve a complete absence of carpets beyond 

(They’d come up, all of them, when the woodworm treatment went down) 

The welcome mat would have stood out somewhat; 

Would have shown us up before our visitors had chance to judge for themselves. 

 

More than that, though, you could not buy our Welcome Mat 

Because there was no way to put our very particular welcome into words. 

Which is why I’ve spent my life working on my own. 

Which is why words like these are brought into being, 

To help you know what is waiting beyond this door. 
 

 

BY MIKE HICKMAN 
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Disproportionate shiny transparent desires-  

splattered across the emotionless night sky,  

dance to the rhythm of oblivious flights of fancy. 

 

Glimmering with the dew of morrow,  

unbeknownst to the possible doom,  

they bring promise of good luck and hope.  

 

Gentle symbols, harmless beings; 

they turn into warriors at the smell of the first 

welcomed drop of summer rain. 
 

 

BY SHIKSHA DHEDA 
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I’m hugging my teddy bear 

Under the cosy duvet, 

Bugs — you ain’t getting in here. 

I hear you scuttling under my bed. 

I wonder if you’ve got big red eyes 

That glow in the dark. 

But I’m not even gonna peek under  

My bed in case I scream and scare y’all. 

 

BY ROBIN MCNAMARA 
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Bronze-headed battalions tread ageing furrows. Soldiers shouldering burdens twice their size. 

Heads down, they busy themselves. Backwards and forwards along meandering tracks. 

They hit the wall but each warrior steels itself and pulls up higher and higher. None stop, none 

falter; no retreat in these ranks.  

Nights grow colder now. They will need to find shelter. The rock will protect them while they 

wait out the winter. 

With the caress of the spring sun, the colony of bronze soldiers returns to its labour. All the 

while dreading the fatal crush of the gardener’s boot. 

 

 

BY REBECCA 

KINNARNEY 
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ladybug 

on the flower stem 

another bud 

 

old rut 

full of butterflies 

dusty blossoms 

 

night crickets 

caught in their chirping 

my youth 

 

firefly 

in a grandad's palm 

a piece of the star 

 

 

BY SAMO KREUTZ 
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After buzzing around on errands, I pause to watch the honeybees at the hive. Bees in 

autumn are a nervous bunch. Do they know the snow will fly soon? Summer's floral bounty 

long past, there is little left for them outside the hive. They grasp any remaining blossom they 

can find. The feast narrows to a neglected lettuce plant. It offers an abundant spread of 

thimble-sized butter yellow blossoms. The bees fly in, grab on, their heads burrow deep. They 

curl their tiny bottoms in. Grasping, ravenous, all in the suckling as an infant, feeding not on 

mother's milk but nature's nectar. 

In autumn, we harvest all we can, savor each remaining drop of summer's warmth and 

beauty. Thick. Sticking to itself with a force of nature. As honey coats the spoon, drips slow, 

we hang on and hope for no release or at least slow release. The last leaves on the maple, 

the last color in distant hills, the last warmth we so craved in spring, we drink it in as if it were 

from the comb. Did we not savor each summer day? Was there too much beauty? If there 

were fewer, we could take the time, make the time, eke out the joy of each gem. 

Soon the bees will return to the hive for the winter. We will gather the fruits of their labor. They 

transformed sunshine, rain, and flowers into honey. Eternal gold. Yes, something gold can 

stay. Easy seasons will fade. Can we, too, refine our shining summers into eternal sunshine? 

Contain it in jars we can give to others so when winter winds blow fierce at their door, they 

can turn to the amber jar on their window sill, catch a gleam of light, smile, and be warmed 

by the memory that yes, that was beautiful. 

 

 

BY AMY NICHOLSON 
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Every winter, we packed bags  

To visit our maternal grandparents  

As the wheels stopped squeaking  

I would eagerly jump on the platform  

  

Mother trying to catch hold of my little hand and  

Father that of the younger one 

I chirped all along, as we slipped past the glowing crowd  

Crawling slowly out from the blankets of heavy slumber  

  

The city buzzed stranger refrains into my tiny earmuffs   

Sss-strange, sss-stranger, ever more sss-stronger 

To it, I would hiss wordless lullabies  

  

On arriving, grandma would hold us in her tender arms, and  

Pa would patiently await his turn, to plant a kiss on each forehead  

Together we would witness the day melting away 

Peacefully paving night’s way 

  

On one such night we danced to some old tunes  

The veranda burning warm under swimming fireflies     

I tossed the slippers in midair and skipped around 

  

At once, my right foot was touched with a hot sting    

Horrified, I cried aloud in pain! 

Timely assistance flew in, on swifter wings 

They looked once and then looked again, yet none found a thing   

I wiped the rolling tears and stared at the blazing mark  

Shrouded in the dark, the visitor left, while I sat nursing my bruised heel 

 

 

BY ANISHA KAUL 
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The boy beckons, teasing, visiting my garden when the sun is high on acoustic guitar he plays 

“Scarborough Fair” reclining on an aphid-covered bench. He must know I am ravenous. The 

season is turning I awaken from hibernation, emerging from cool crevices, delicate hindwings 

unfolding crawling into the warm light, taking flight, circle-flirt, landing on his strumming 

forefinger. He stops his play the string vibration slows he shakes his hand, I hold fast. He holds 

me up to his mud-brown eye can almost feel the flutter of his lashes smell his pungent breath. 

Bugs! he cries disgusted, blows a furious dragon puff I am tossed into the air, tumbling deeply 

oh the insult. I freeze, land on my back, a survival superpower. Excuse me I am not a bug I say 

to the sky I am a beautiful beetle a ladybug beetle to you, sir. Indignant fluid flows from my 

joints in case he changes his mind the taste will keep him as well as any predator at bay bide 

my time and eventually flip, dust off, prepare to devour my weight in aphids. I will need my 

strength. My true love languishes in a far garden only he will hold my precious red elytra as a 

treasure. As it should be.  

 

 

BY JENNIFER SHNEIDERMAN 
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Along 

the garden's 

                      path 

suspicious 

                   little creatures 

leer 

        from behind 

                             dying leaves 

and curious 

                     blades of grass 

hoping 

             to catch the 

                                  merest glimpse 

of our world 

                      above their sky 

 

 

BY SEAN CUNNINGHAM 
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Silken strands strung stunningly, 

a woven web of artistry. 

Secretions from innovations soul, 

yet born to place each strand, 

just so.  

Elegant economic pattern, 

drops of diamond dew bespattered. 

Stops one dead in tracks this morn. 

Now to face arachnid  

scorn. 

To such a masterpiece destroy...  

A humbled apology employ. 

Hours spent on spinning threads, 

a masterpiece of newness  

spreads. 

 

 

BY MARY GRACE  

VAN DER KROEF 
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Welcome to my parlour 

Said the spider to the fly 

It’s here that I retreat to 

When I want to sit and cry 

 

Thank you for the invite 

Said the fly to the spider 

I’d love to come and visit 

And share a glass of cider 

 

So there they sit together 

Their enmity is bunk 

All fourteen legs are wobbly 

As slowly they get drunk 

 

 

BY JACK WHEELER 
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Squish is a bad word, a bug word 

found on the heels of noisy girls and nosy boys 

running through the absolute of backyard jungles 

  

Small mouths pick at things too large, like jelly  

dropped slopped with sweet syrup. 

They taste and chew and stick themselves to grass- 

molasses glue ambrosia. 

  

A breeze of bees swarms the birdbath. 

  

Concrete beetles trundle over slaloms of slate, 

turned up and cracked. They roll and fall, buffoons before 

my lazy eyes, I watch them huff and tumble. 

  

Roly-poly potato bug ambles, distracted, 

winds in a circle; a tiny armadillo on his back 

in a crack of the sidewalk. 

She wants me to rescue him so of course I do. 

  

Ladybug- 

painted handbag 

attached to the peonies. 

 

Ants- 

In a pattern of traffic only they know- 

Caravan, carry fallen comrades 

over leaves and twigs 

back to the nexus of organization. 

  

A chrysalis for monarchs, for stasis, for slumber, 

for pushing warm blood, into their wings, 

emerging to freedom, to dill and red milkweed, 

to gold thread and peapod.  

The calendar sings of crawling. 

  

Spiders on necks vexed. 

No slapping, just intent fingers 

itching a small red dot. 

The culprit is set down on the landscape- 

living to spin a tantalizing lair 

that could tangle in her hair tomorrow. 

Twilight- 

Fireflies near the pines 

and the berries. 

  

The patron saint of helpless bugs 

Smiles and paints her toes. 

Her love of bugs and precious tiny things 

is a balm to heal a world within a world. 

  

I hardly speak, but listen- 

a moth drawn by the light 

stubborn while the porch is awake. 

 

 

BY TIM MODER 
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She remains perched in her corner, silent and still, although the morning breeze bounces her 

home. It sways back and forth, and sunlight glistens off its silken, woven strands. Beads of 

dew cling to edges of the web, but as the sun rises, the droplets slowly fade away, moisture 

evaporating into a gentle, summer day.  

 

Shiny, black legs stretch from a yellow and black core, perfectly positioned over the web’s 

zig-zag center. Her body is calm, unmoving, not a single twitch or readjustment to be made. 

She radiates a protective peace throughout the garden, keeping predators at bay. All who 

dwell here know the consequences of venturing too closely. 

 

I stare in awe at her majestic beauty, her unyielding patience, careful to keep my distance 

from her intricate creation. She guards her kingdom, a fearless queen, as I tend to mine.  

 

Trickling melon vines curl beneath her web, and behind her, baby sunflower stalks aim for the 

sky. Golden rays caress the delicate petals and unfurling leaves of her precious court, the 

portrait of powerful, elegant grace.  

 

I smile as I back away, dipping my chin toward her magnificent kingdom.  

 

Her response is almost imperceptible, but I see it – the gentle rising and lowering of her leg – 

a wave of peaceful farewell, her sign of mutual respect.  

 

Until next time, dear Queen.  

 

 

BY DEANA LISENBY 
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“Almost there Youngbumble.” 

This was the farthest that Youngbumble had ever buzzzzzzed. He felt safe with Grandbumble 

who knew when to fly and when to hide. Two solitary bees, on a secret mission. Mid-morning, 

sun still rising, cool wind whistled through Youngbumble’s yellow-black fur. Youngbumble had 

much to learn of bumblebee tricks which could not be learned inside a nest. It fell happily to 

Grandbumble to guide the youngster. 

South of Primrose Meadow the elderly bee dipped groundward, zooming low over a 

weather-worn hardwood gate set into in a tall woven-willow fence. The community orchard 

lay protected behind the primary school and was home to the bug sanctuary so beloved of 

bumblebees amongst a thousand myriad insects. Grandbumble flew to a gnarled crab-

apple tree drooping heavily with white spring blossom and alighted upon a thin but sturdy 

bough. Youngbumble settled beside him.  

“Well, my boy, this is disappointing.” 

“Are we lost Grandbumble?? I like flying with you.” 

“Lost? No, Youngbumble. This is the place. That brown patch on the grass – burning yellow 

fingers has been here.” 

Youngbumble shivered. Raging yellow fingers, indiscriminate destroyer of trees and bees. 

Grandbumble frowned. The sanctuary of the hive of young hoomans was famed throughout 

insect-land. Many diverse rooms; plush furnishings; plentiful honeyed, syrupy nectar in bright 

flowers nearby and in Grandbumble’s view, a better class of visitor. Unruly insects were kept 

in line by Broken Beetle and his armoured bandersnatches, shiny, tough and black with 

unforgiving, ominously snapping mandibles. A safe place for insects where Hoomans did not 

try to swat them with cudgels, hand-slap them, spray them with stinging drops or stamp on 

them.  

“Something has happened here. The hoomans are sad, shedding precious water on their 

faces. Yes, something very bad.” 

The teachers wept over the black ashes of the Ritz-Bug Hotel.  Six levels, custom designed for 

creatures which crawled, climbed or flew. Guests checked in, stayed a while, then moved 

on. Gradually the children lost their fear of creepy crawlies through crayon drawings 

festooning classroom walls. This would have been its first birthday had not the vandals 

struck.   

BY MATTHEW HISBENT 
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Grandbumble trembled with rage. The weariness in his legs and wings was strong, but he 

had so wanted to share this special place with the youngster. Incandescent in the sun, 

Painted Lady fluttered by, bobbing on the breezes. She circled twice then landed gracefully 

as a lady must always do, beside them. Painted Lady’s translucent gossamer wings 

thrummed a melodic vibration in the air which Grandbumble fancied he could understand.  

 

“After sunset they came. Floor by floor they took our home, then set yellow fingers. So 

fortunate to escape. Our home.” 

 

Grandbumble visited the sanctuary frequently but always returned home. He never 

imagined that other insects saw it as home. Tongue tied with sadness; he could offer no 

words of consolation for madame butterfly. Of the other insects who visited he could see 

nothing.  

 

“Come on mi’lad. We will feed awhile on the sweet meadow flowers and rest. I am sorry.” 

 

Grandbumble leapt into the air, Youngbumble following. Crossing the grey hardness, they 

narrowly missed being struck by one of the roaring monsters in which hoomans travel. On 

they flew to feed, through woodland dark and by waterfall clear and fresh, expanding 

Youngbumble’s horizons with every four-time wingbeat. Grandbumble found a cosy burrow 

in the steep bank close to an ancient oak and guided Youngbumble in. Grandbumble 

settled into sorrowful silence. The night closed in, warm, still, and soundless except for 

inconsiderate deep-throated frogs in the pond nearby. Disappointment lay heavy on his 

wings. The sanctuary marked the limit of his range in these elder days, and the journey 

exhausted him. When the sun arose, he would fly out one last time – and then Youngbumble 

would be ready for his solo adventures. That was all an old bumblebee could do. Slowly his 

legs began to flex, his antennae stopped moving, and Grandbumble slipped sideways as if 

intoxicated on nectar. Youngbumble lay beside him, their legs twined and in moments they 

were asleep.  

 

At sunrise Youngbumble, a furious cyclone of energy, entered the burrow, buzzzzzzing 

excitedly.   

 

“Grandbumble, we must go back.”  

 

“The sanctuary is gone lad.” Kindly, but weary. Woken too early. 

 

“Please?” 

 

Grandbumble was tired but he would not deny Youngbumble. So be it. Outside the burrow 

another young bee buzzed around with Youngbumble, their energy a warming memory for 

Grandbumble. 
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The youngsters flew ahead. Already at fever pitch they were greeted mid-air by Painted 

Lady, equally excited. The orchard was a jubilant hive of activity. The hoomans had remade 

and remodelled the sanctuary, bigger, better, grander. More resilient. Crawl spaces for the 

hard-shelled beetles and many-legged centipedes, slaters and granny granshers; pinecones 

for the spotted ladybugs; bundles of reeds for flies; stone grottos for bees and wasps. High 

up, a pretty palace for precious, lace winged rainbow flutterbyes as Grandbumble called 

them. Lots of soft fluffy bedding to snuggle into when the cold winds brought the soft, thick 

white water. Tubes filled with dry soil for Green Cricket eggs and a sunny veranda especially 

for the long legged, high-jumping grasshoppers. All would have a new home, even the tiny 

weevils with their odd little elongated snouts chewing the leaves.  

 

Grandbumble watched as the insects danced and looped and sang and zoomed around 

the reborn sanctuary, full of the unfettered exuberance of young insects, none more 

gleefully than Youngbumble. Even two secretive cicadas and several froghoppers and 

leafhoppers had emerged to cheerlead the chorus in celebration of the miracle. This was 

their time, and it was sweet with unbridled joy. An old Bumblebee could share that cup of 

nectar and rest with a happy heart.  

 

Grandbumble knew the youngster would find him again, eventually, and flew down to the 

well of a large blue Centaurea Cyanus. Within the protective embrace of the over-lapping 

blue Cornflower petals, he folded his wings, drew in his legs, and gently fell asleep. 

 

There was still a lot of life left in an old Bumblebee.  
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Josh Sippie lives in New York City, where he's the Director of Publishing Guidance at Gotham 

Writers. His writing can be found or is forthcoming at McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, The 

Writer Magazine, Brevity, Sledgehammer Lit, Wretched Creations, Ghost Orchid Press, and 

more. He has ongoing columns at Hobart, Points in Case, and Daily Drunk Mag. When not 

writing, he can be found wondering why he’s not writing. More at joshsippie.com or 

@sippenator101. 

 

Mike Hickman (@MikeHicWriter) is a writer from York, England. He has written for Off the Rock 

Productions (stage and audio), including 2018's "Not So Funny Now" about Groucho Marx 

and Erin Fleming. He has recently been published in EllipsisZine, Red Fez, Bandit Fiction, 

Nymphs, Flash Fiction Magazine, Brown Bag, and Safe and Sound Press. His co-written, 

completed six-part BBC radio sit com remains unproduced but available to interested 

producers!  

 

Shiksha Dheda uses poetry(mostly) to express her OCD and depression roller-coaster 

ventures. Mostly, however, she writes in the hopes that someday, someone will see her as she 

is; an incomplete poem. Sometimes, she dabbles in photography, painting, and baking 

lopsided layered cakes. Her work has been featured (on/forthcoming) in Off Menu Press, The 

Daily Drunk, The Kalahari Review, Brave Voices, Anti-heroin Chic, Versification, and 

elsewhere.Twitter: @ShikshaWrites 

 

Robin McNamara has over 145 poems published worldwide in America, Canada, Ireland 

and in the UK with poems placed in, Versification, Pink Plastic House, Daily Drunk, Full House 

Literary Magazine, Dream Journal, Literary Heist, Dwelling Literary & Ephemeral Elegies. His 

chapbook, Under A Mind’s Staircase is available now from his website & from Hedgehog 

Poetry Press. 

 

R. J. Kinnarney is trying to make sense of her tiny corner of the world, through tiny pieces of 

writing and lots of reading. She lives with her family of orange animals and her own purple hair 

– note: the animals are tamer than the hair. Words lie out there in all sorts of places. Links to 

online and print published works can be found at rjkinnarney.com Twitter: @rjkinnarney 

 

Samo Kreutz lives in Ljubljana, Slovenia. Besides poetry (which he has been writing since he 

was eight years old), he writes novels, short stories, and haiku. He has published nine books 

(three of them were poetry books). His recent work has appeared on international websites 

(and journals), such as Wales Haiku Journal, Under the Basho, Taj Mahal Review, Poetry Pea, 

Jalmurra: Art & Poetry Journal, Haiku Commentary, Frameless Sky: Art Video Journal, Dwelling 

Literary, Asahi Haikuist Network, Akita International Haiku Network, and others. 

 

Amy Nicholson writes but also stops to greet the honeybees that frequent her garden and 

the milkweed that happily self-seeded. She has words in Ruminate Readers Notes, The Old 

Schoolhouse, Today’s American Catholic, etc. and at amynicholson14.wordpress.com 

Tweets: @amylynn714. 

 

http://rjkinnarney.com/
http://amynicholson14.wordpress.com/
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Anisha Kaul is a poet with a Master’s in English Literature, presently living in New Delhi, India. 

Her work is forthcoming or has appeared in Cardigan Press, Ink Drinkers Poetry, Ethel Zine, 

Splintered Disorder Press, Fevers of the Mind, Dwelling Literary, From the Farther Trees, 

and Analogies & Allegories Literary Magazine, among others. She loves to write about herself 

in the third person. You can reach out to her on twitter @anishakaul9.  
 

Jennifer Shneiderman is a writer and a Licensed Clinical Social Worker living in Los Angeles. 

Her work has appeared, or is forthcoming, in Indolent Book’s HIV Here and Now, The 

Rubbertop Review, Writers Resist, Variant Literature, Bright Flash Literary Review, Trouvaille 

Review, Montana Mouthful, the Daily Drunk, Sybil Journal, Unique Poetry, Anti-Heroin Chic, 

Terror House, Thirteen Myna Birds, Potato Soup Journal, Awakened Voices, 

GreenPrints, Prospectus, Autumn Sky Poetry Daily, The Perch, Planet Scumm, Angel City 

Review, Brown Bag Online, Nanoism and Kingz Daily. She was the recipient of an Honorable 

Mention in the 2020 Laura Riding Jackson poetry competition. 

 

Sean Cunningham is a writer of flash and poetry, from Liverpool. His work has appeared, or is 

forthcoming, in publications such as Splonk, Into the Void, Ellipsis Zine, Brave Voices 

Magazine, and Breadcrumbs, among others. He can be found on Twitter: @sssseanjc 

 

Mary Grace van der Kroef is a poet, writer, and artist from the Niagara Region of Ontario, 

Canada. She loves the simple things in life and writes to encourage and uplift. Her writing 

can be followed at www.marygracewriting.ca 

Jack Wheeler is a wannabe standup comedian who has turned to poetry because of his 

inability to write a single new joke in the last year. He has also spent the last year 

photographing lost and abandoned gloves. 

 

Tim Moder is an indigenous poet living in northern Wisconsin.  He is a member of Lake 

Superior Writers. He is a Father and Grandfather. His work has appeared or is forthcoming in 

Pittsburgh Poetry Journal and In Parentheses Magazine.   

 

Deana Lisenby is a graduate of Texas A&M University with a degree in kinesiology. She 

currently works as a wellness manager at a high-end retirement community in Dallas, TX. She 

is a certified yoga teacher, personal trainer, and group fitness instructor. In her free time, 

Deana enjoys reading, writing, and spending time outdoors with her husband, son, and two 

dogs. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Dwelling Literary and the Journal on Active 

Aging. You may follow her writing journey on Twitter @deana_kay_2013. 

 

Matthew Hisbent is a writer, traveller and music obsessive who believes that the ability to 

write is a gift given to all; though it is only since he retired that he has experienced the 

freedom to do so properly. He maintains a web page for his writing and his travelling when 

he is not walking the East Coast of Fife, watching seals and herons, swans and gulls around 

the many green clothed rock pools.  If he isn’t in Fife, he will soon be on Corfu, the jewel of 

the Ionian. 

 

 

 

http://www.marygracewriting.ca/
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